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Hey! Just wanted to say thank you for taking the time to find out a little bit about my wedding
photography. As you may have guessed that's me up there, Beth! I'm a Dorset based wedding
photographer who covers all of the UK and would of course absolutely love to document a
destination wedding or two also!
I'm a Mum of two fiery girls, Wife to a very tolerant (and slightly outnumbered) Husband and
owner of the most needy Cocker Spaniel known to man.
I'd describe myself as a bit of a social chameleon who reads the room before contributing and I'd say
that's also how I run my business! I love documentary style photography and there's plenty enough
going on during a wedding to capture naturally but I equally love getting creative and taking some
time to produce something a little more posed too. Your wedding day is just that, YOUR wedding
day and I'm there to capture it in my own style, however you see fit. 
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What
A LITTLE MORE 

When I hear fellow photographers speak about their style I often hear a
lot of "Documentary" or "Romantic" and "For the wildly in love". I think 
 that's awesome but really I'd consider myself all 3. I don't like to try and
attract a particular type of person, planning a very particular type of day,
I love that I get the chance to capture an array of couples, with different
styles and visions and I love finding a way to slot perfectly into this.
I generally shoot documentary style for most of the day. Sometimes I
may ask someone to move, clear some space or direct people to better
light but I'd say that's only about 10% of the day. I find this makes the
most of  what I'm presented with, without being too much!
I always encourage my clients to take time out of their day for couples
shots (anywhere between 15 and 45 minutes depending on your plans)
and tailor my approach on how you connect as a couple and what simply
works for you. It's your wedding day, not a portfolio building exercise for
me!
 I like my edits to pop without being overly bright. I'm a sucker for
slightly warm edits  (not dark, moody or orange) but try and keep things
simple. You want to LOVE your images in 30 years time, not just whilst
the style is trending.  
 

to expect



“Adaptability enforces creativity, and
creativity is adaptability.” Pearl Zhu



YAY OR NAY? 

If I had it my way, every single one of my couples would have one, even
(especially) those of you that HATE having your photo taken. A pre wedding
shoot is the perfect time for me to see how you connect as a couple, what makes
you laugh (and what doesn't),  your preferred "side"  and of course for you to get
to know me and how I work. Planning a wedding can be stressful, why not get
dressed up, get some killer photos taken and go on a little date afterwards?
Sounds nice, eh? You'll also get some beautiful images to treasure and maybe use
for invites...
I've come back from some pre wedding shoots with the most camera shy clients
(Sam in the photos above and below will vouch for this) and we got amazing
images, but what's even better is on their wedding day it was EFFORTLESS (as
you can see below!). 
 

Pre wedding Session



YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL (BETWEEN MONDAY

AND THURSDAY) .

Due to being super busy shooting weddings at weekends, I can't offer pre 
 wedding shoots between Friday and Sunday. Most my pre shoots are in
Dorset (to avoid spending more time travelling than taking photos)! 

HOWEVER as  I photograph weddings all over the UK and my clients are
busy bees I often get asked if I'd mind travelling to you for a pre shoot. I am
happy to do at extra cost, sometimes we use this as a chance to run through
your wedding day timings too! 

The small print  
Weekday Full Pre Shoot:

£250
1 hour

20 edited digital images .



Have a detailed schedule, send it to your bridesmaids/groomsmen/
closest friends and ME, then don't freak out when it doesn't go
exactly to plan.
Don't sweat the small stuff, if a buttonhole breaks or a centre piece
doesn't arrive it's probably only you that will notice and your day is
not ruined.
Clear that bridal prep room (the best you can) and open the curtains
to let in natural light. 
Go to the toilet BEFORE  you get your dress on (you'd be surprised
how often brides forget). 
Ask your makeup artist for a mini lipstick top up, perfect for after
your meal. 
Allow double the time you think you need to get your dress on and
get your bridesmaids in theirs before that. If a bridesmaid needs
sewing into her dress because her zip is broken we will have time to
deal with it (Yes this has happened more than once!).
Space it out and slow it down!  Ask your bridesmaids/flower girls to
count to 10 before walking down the aisle after one another, this
allows me to capture a portrait of each of them.  
Walk, don't run! I know it's tempting  but take your time, look up
(but not at me) and try to remember to BREATHE.
When you get to your partner, you're allowed to touch and look at
each other, you don't need to wait for permission.
If you want a central first kiss shot, tell me. You'll also need to tell
your celebrant too so I don't have to elbow them out the way! 
Keep group photos to a maximum of 10. Any more than this and
people (including you) will get bored, thirsty and restless.
Take time out as a couple, the day goes fast and can be
overwhelming, some time after your meal and before your evening
guests arrive is a great idea and the perfect time for golden hour
photos.
 Bring a spare pair of comfy, dancing shoes. 
Do it your way and ENJOY IT! 

I 'M GOING TO BULLET POINT THIS TO SAVE
YOU TIME (YOU'RE WELCOME)

wedding
day tips



WHAT TO EXPECT FROM ME 

The ceremony is kind of important, right? Everybody
wants beautiful images and the chances are if you're at this
point you've already booked your venue so you'll have an
idea of what sort of photos you may want. Some venues
are stricter when it comes to photography and may limit
where your photographer may stand, as well as if and 
 when they're allowed to (if at all) and when they can take
photos. I'm not just talking about churches or other
religious places, some town halls and even individual
registrars have a particular set of rules we are asked to
abide by. This isn't a problem and most wedding
photographers are used to it. I am well equipped for having
to stand at the back (long lens), not being able to move (two
cameras and lots of lenses) and shooting in poorly lit
spaces (cameras and lenses that cope well in low light), but
it's not something I considered when I got married (pre
wedding photography days) so I think it's worth a
mention! 

WHAT HELPS?

Before your wedding day it's worth asking whoever is
marrying you what limits there will be on photography. At
least then you know! I'm also happy to email / call on your
behalf to discuss this, sometimes I'll be given a little more
leeway if I do this but I  always make sure I'm quiet and
respectful whilst documenting a ceremony. This includes
not using flash or moving during key moments. 

If there is going to be limitations on where I am able to
stand or if I'm able to move during your ceremony, but you
want two different angles, a second shooter is a good
shout.

Preperation is key!

 ceremony
during
your



IT'S ALL IN
the details



CAPTURING EVERYTHING. . .

This is where getting to know my clients is key. The more
information I have, the more prepared I'll be and the more I'll able
to capture. I encourage my clients to have a final consultation
where we run through all the finer details and timings to help the
day run as smoothly as possible.  
I generally focus on people during a wedding day as I'm all about
capturing spontaneous moments of love and laughter, but I
always recommend allowing me a little time (10 minutes) to
capture all those details of your day that you've put so much
thought into. 
 
If you've got a super busy wedding day, with lots of little details
and want bride and groom (or two people's prep) then it's
reccomended you hire a second shooter. This allows me to focus
on the key moments without worrying I may miss some of the
finer details. Often I end up taking the photos too but it certainly
allows me to document everything more naturally without any
rush!
 



it's no secret that I love

an elopement / micro

wedding. I offer these with

bespoke packages to suit

your needs so please just

shout if you're considering

it (I'll happily persuade

you)!

I also offer post wedding

adventure sessions for

couples who are already

married and want some

killer couples shots

somewhere epic. 
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FULL DAY COVERAGE 

£1,600

-  10  Hours  Photography Coverage

-  Init ia l  consultation via  zoom.

-  Pre  wedding catchup via  zoom.

-  Processing and del ivery of  images

via  secure onl ine gal lery.  

-  600 +  edited digital  images  in

high resolution.

Optional  Extras :

-Pre  wedding shoot  £250

-Second shooter  £350 

 

 

WEDDING
Pricing

I'm here to tell your full story
 

During my time spent photographing weddings i've discovered that magical
moments can happen at anytime and often when you least  expect them to. I've
captured precious memories that are now held dear by my clients at 9am, 9pm

and every hour in-between. Part of what brings me joy is telling a story through
documentary style photography and as everyone knows, a story always has a

beginning, middle and end.
This is why i've chosen to keep it simple and offer this lovely package that enables

me to tell your story from start to finish.
You can add on extras if you fancy though.... 

 
 
 



"BETH IS, WITHOUT QUESTION, AN

INCREDIBLE PHOTOGRAPHER.

BETH REALLY TOOK THE TIME TO

GET TO KNOW US AND MAKE US

LAUGH. MY WIFE AND I ARE

BEYOND HAPPY WITH THE

PROFESSIONAL LEVEL OF DETAIL

IN THE PHOTOS AND HOW

QUICKLY THEY WERE SENT TO US

IN OUR OWN PERSONAL GALLERY.

COULDN'T AS FOR ANYONE

BETTER! SO STOP READING

REVIEWS AND BOOK BETH

ALREADY!"

KATIE AND WILL. 



FREQUENTLYAsked Questions
DO YOU CHARGE FOR TRAVEL?

I  DON'T CHARGE MILAGE /  TRAVEL TIME HOWEVER IF  YOUR

VENUE IS  OVER 1 .5  HOURS FROM BH18 I  MAY NEED TO CHARGE

FOR ACCOMMODATION FOR THE NIGHT BEFORE/DAY OF YOUR

WEDDING (THINK TRAVELODGE NOT THE RITZ) .  THIS IS  SO I

DON'T GET STUCK IN TRAFFIC AND MISS SOMETHING

IMPORTANT (LIKE YOUR WEDDING)  AND SO I  DON'T FALL

ASLEEP DRIVING HOME LATE AT NIGHT AFTER A SUPER LONG

DAY.    

HOW LONG  WILL I  NEED TO WAIT
FOR MY IMAGES?
I aim to get sneak peeks (if you so desire) out within 48
hours. You can expect to receive the rest of your images
within 8-10 weeks (the latter in the peak season). 

CAN I  ADD A SECOND SHOOTER/
PRE SHOOT ONTO SMALLER
PACKAGES.  
Absolutely! A second shooter will cost £350 for a full day
and my pre shoots are £250 and 15 edited digital images.

WHAT HAPPENS IF  YOU'RE SICK? 
If 2020/2021 taught us anything it's that us wedding
photographers have each others back! I'm lucky to be part
of a national and local network of photographers who
support each other by jumping in when one of us are sick!
You'll have the choice of handing over the whole thing to
another photographer or they can shoot and I can edit
(both options at no additional cost to yourselves). Either
way, your day will be covered but this is an absolute last
resort! 

ARE YOU INSURED?
Yes! Venues often ask to see suppliers insurance details. I
am fully insured (Public Liability and Personal Indemnity). 

HOW DO WE SECURE OUR DATE? 
Yayyy! If you'd like to secure your date I ask for a £200
booking fee (which comes off your final balance), I'll send
this out with your contract and once this is complete
you're in! I ask for the final payment 6 weeks prior to your
wedding day.



                    PRINTS

    6  X 4  |  £2.00           18 X 12 |  £19.00

    7  X 5  |  £2.00           20 X 16 |  £27.00

10 X 8 |  £7.00          24 X 16 |  £36.00

12 X 8 |  £9.00       

14 X 11 |  £13.00        

      CANVAS

8 X 8 |  £68.00

10 X 8 |  £72.00

12 X 12 |  £42.00

14 X 11 |  £43.98

16 X 16 |  £55.00

20 X 16 |  £62.00

 

 LARGER CANVAS

24 X 16 |  £70.07

30 X 20 |  £86.57

36 X 24 |  £101.47

40 X 30 |  £130.62 

PRINTS &Other Products

Ordering prints and other products couldn't be easier. Using the online
gallery where your images are delivered, you and your guests can

select favourites and order in the click of a button 



FRAMED GALLERY WALL 

10 X 8 FROM £79.00

10 X 10 FROM £88.00

12 X 12 FROM £98.00

14 X 11 FROM £100.00

20 X 16 FROM £129.00

40 X 30 FROM £308.00

 

OTHER PRODUCTS 

LARGE FORMAT PRINT FROM £9.00

SQUARE PRINTS FROM £2.00 

MOUNTED PRINTS FROM £9.00

ACRYLIC PRINTS FROM £93.00

WOOD PRINT FROM £89.00

METALLIC FRAME FROM £97.00

WOOD FRAME FROM £128.00

 

TRUST ME,print the pictures!
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GET IN
BETH@PHOTOGRAPHYBYBETHWILSON.CO.UK

WWW.PHOTOGRAPHYBYBETHWILSON.COM

07956764655

touch


